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FX Update


With Britain voting to exit the European Union, downside risks have increased for a global economy that was already
sputtering. Related uncertainties alone will restrain economic activity worldwide and force the Fed to remain on the
sidelines for longer. But the dollar should find support via its safe-haven properties. The world’s reserve currency indeed
tends to benefit from periods of heightened uncertainties and stress in financial markets. We have adjusted our currency
forecasts accordingly to reflect a stronger USD over the forecast horizon.



The battle against deflation is far from won in Europe and Japan. With the Fed likely to remain on the sidelines, the
European Central Bank and Bank of Japan are poised to provide more stimulus before year-end to stimulate their
respective anemic economies. More so considering potential contagion from Brexit. So, the euro and yen should remain
vulnerable to loose central bank policies.



Another leg up for the USD coupled with enhanced uncertainties about the global economy courtesy of Brexit, should
restrain commodity prices and hence the Canadian dollar. Adding to the loonie’s woes, a dovish Bank of Canada may
weigh on the currency with pre-emptive measures to stimulate growth. Another thorn in the loonie’s side is the large
current account deficit and hence the dependence of foreign capital inflows which could dwindle with the risk-off mood.
We now expect USDCAD to be in the 1.30-1.40 trading range over the next 12 months.
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